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©Barry Lewis

LNER Class A3 & A4 4-6-2s
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5-pole motor
Digital ready - ESU L socket
socket
All-wheel pick-up
Screw-link couplings
Full Cab detail
Compensated centre axle
a
U
Un-numbered
b
d versions
version
i ns
available

©Peter Broster

LNER Class A3 4-6-2
4
4-6Unstreamlined
Uns
streamlined corridor tenderr
H7-A3-001 2750 ‘Papy
‘Papyrus’
yrus’ in LNER Grass green
H7-A3-007 60103 ‘Fly
l
‘Flying
ing Scotsman’ in BR green with late
crest

Unstreamlined
Unstr
eamlined non-corridor
non corridor tend
tender
der
H7-A3-002
H7-A3-003
H7-A3-004
H7-A3-005
H7-A3-006

4472 ‘Flyin
‘Flying
ng Scotsman’ in LNER Grass green
gree
en
2745 ‘Capt
tain Cuttle’ in LNER black
‘Captain
60072 ‘Sun
nstar’ in BR Express blue
‘Sunstar’
60035 ‘Win
ndsor Lad’ in BR green with early
y crest
‘Windsor
60077 ‘The
e White Knight’ in BR green with late crest

Due in stock: Q4
Q 2019
Digital
Dig
ital Ready:: £750

LNER Class A4 4-6-2
4
Unstreamlined
Uns
streamlined corridor tenderr
H7 A4 001
H7-A4-001
H7-A4-004
H7-A4-006
H7-A4-007
H7-A4-008

2509 ‘Silverlink’
‘Silve
Silve
erlink’ in LNER silver
erlink
4489 ‘Dom
‘Dominion
inion of Canada’ in LNER garter blu
blue
ue

60007 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ in BR express blue
blu
ue
6
0012 ‘Com
mmonwealth of Australia’ in BR green
gre
een with early crest
60012
‘Commonwealth
60009 ‘Un
ion of South Africa’ in BR green with late crest
‘Union

Streamlined
Strea
amlined non-corridor tender
tende
er
H7-A4-002 4468 ‘Mallard’
‘Malla
ard’ in LNER garter blue
H7-A4-003 4468 ‘Mall
lard’ in LNER garter blue
‘Mallard’
H7-A4-009 60008 ‘Dwight
‘Dwight D Eisenhower’ in BR green with
w late crest

Streamlined
St
reamlined corridor tender
H7-A4-005 4464 ‘Bitte
‘Bittern’
ern’ in LNER garter blue

Due in stock: Q4
Q 2019
Digital
Dig
ital Ready:: £750

Order yours
y
online
onliine at:

www.hattons.co.uk/recordbreakers
www.hatto
h tt ns.co.uk/reco
k/
rdbreakers
db
k
0151 733 3655

Hatto
Hattons
ons Model Railway
Railways
ys
Montagu
ue Road, Widnes, WA8
W
8FZ
17 Montague

inf
info@hattons.co.uk
o@hattons.co.uk
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Message from the Chairman of the Events Team

Welcome to Guildex 2019

SHOW TEAM
Exhibition Managers
Steve Robinson, Tony Kell, Dave Smith
Events Committee Chairman
Alan Redgwick
Events Secretary
John Edwards
Chief Steward
Andy Duncan
Trade Manager
Jackie Kneeshaw
Trade Representatives
Andy Duncan and David Smith
Show Electricians
Dave Edwards and Rob Bishop

Time moves swiftly on. Another year, another Guildex.
This year we have some 107 Traders, 14 layouts 17 Society stands
and 12 demonstrations for you to enjoy. Additionally, Bring and Buy
and E&T will be in attendance together with representatives from
the various Guild committees. Quite probably the largest single
scale show in existence and, as ever, great value for money!
We have responded again to feedback - both supportive and
critical and we continue to make changes to enhance the experience
for show-goers, some we have been able to implement quickly,
others may take more time.
The East Midlands test track is available for live steam running,
however if you do bring something to run please ensure you have
your own Insurance in place. The ever expanding availability of good
quality ready to run is changing the face and improving the
accessibility and popularity of the scale and this is reflected in both
the trade and the exhibits. As ever thanks to my brilliant team for all
their work. If you have praise – tell them. For the complaints
department (if needed) please see me. Finally, make a note in your
diary that Guildex 2020 will be at the same venue on September
5th and 6th next year. I hope to see you all then.

Event Assistant
David Howe
Accommodation
Richard Mills

Alan Redgwick

Chairman Events Committee

L9 Scout Green Crossing

Guildex @ Telford 2019

Photo Andy York
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Layouts

L1 East Midlands Test Track
O gauge
EMOGG/Nelson Keen
The test track is presented by members of the East Midlands O Gauge
Group and will allow a full range of testing. It also supports live steam. If
you have an item that you want to test please use the test track. It is
available for all visitors to use.

L2 Craster in the 80s
O gauge
Chris Stafford & Dale Brunskill
At a previous exhibition we decided to run Craster in the BR Blue period
for part of the show. It received many favourable comments and when we
received an invitation to bring Craster to Telford and run it in the BR Blue
period we jumped at the chance.
So we now find Craster set firmly in 1984, despite passenger and freight
traffic being healthy the infrastructure of the branch has not changed
much since the days of steam and resembles one of the many backwater
scenes of the railway system. Station signs etc have changed but
semaphore signals, coal drops and goods shed are still in use, there may
even be a redundant NER water crane left in-situ.
Due to the continued freight traffic generated by the quarry, pipe works
and harbour we still see the need for a resident shunter, either a class 03
or 08 now supplied by Gateshead TMD. The pipe works also hires an 08
which is used to trip work the wagons to Craster's yard for forward
movement on the daily Speedlink working.
Passenger services are firmly in the hands of class 101 DMUs and are
worked to Alnmouth and on to Alnwick which has also survived the
Beeching Axe of the 60s. Through workings from Newcastle and
occasional special workings from further afield sees loco hauled services
on the branch. These workings can throw up some rare visiting locos,
which should excite the local enthusiasts.

L2 Craster in the 80s

L2 Craster in the 80s

L2 Craster in the 80s

L3 Cromer
O gauge
Chris Turnbull
Catch a Sheringham-bound train at Norwich and you will be treated to a
delightful ramble across the Norfolk countryside. Whilst much has
changed over the years what has not is the picturesque nature of the line
as it winds its way down into Cromer through wooded cuttings, turning
eastward to run the last mile or so into the station. As it does so it passes
under Gas Works Bridge and cuts through an outlier of high land to
terminate in the truncated station platform. And it is this final, sinuous
and somewhat foreshortened mile from the bridge to the platform that
forms the subject of the model.
Following nationalisation in the mid 1990s the two lines from Norwich
and Sheringham are signalled and worked as two single line sections, all
the former junctions having been removed. DMUs from Norwich arrive in
platform 1 and are given the right of way to Sheringham by the theatre
Guildex @ Telford 2019

L3 Cromer
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FOR
R MODELLERS WHO REQUIRE
RE
EQUIRE QUALITY,
QUALITY
Y, A
ACCURACY,
CCURACY
Y,
PERFORMANC
PERFORMANCE
CE & DURABILITY
T new name in br
The
brass
ass O gauge
gau
uge RTR
RTR locomotives,
locomotivves,
e built to
t the
the
highest
highest standar
standards
ds
Fully
F
u finish
ully
finished
ed by SAM Models & FM Models
M
in
in Korea
Korea after extensive
exten
x sive UK research,
research,
desiiggned and
and developed
developed in
n conjunction
conjunction with
with L H Loveless
Loveless
designed

NOW IN ST
STOCK!!
O
OCK!!

7MT “Britann
“Britannia”
ia” class choice of names & te
tender.
ender. F
Fully
ully factory finished and
a tested ready to run on de
delivery.
elivery.
£2750.00 DC £3150.00 DCC & so
sound
und £3400.00
£340
00.00 DCC, sound & sync smoke
smok
ke

NOW IN ST
STOCK!!
O
OCK!!

8P “Duk
“Duke
e of Gloucester”
G
choice of er
era’s.
a’s. £2800.00
£
DC £3200.00 DCC & sound £3450.00 DCC, sound & sync smok
smoke
ke
© Cliff Williams

Visit
it our web
websites
bsites www
www.55H.co.uk
.55H.co
o.uk and www
www.loveless.co.uk
.lovelless.co.uk for more information
Choose from ou
ourr stock of 4
versions
v
ersions (including
(includiing 92220
Evening
Ev
ening Star) with
wiith a choice of
numbers BR1G, BR1C, BR1D
and BR1F tenders,
tende
ers, single
chimney,
chimne
y, double
e chimney
chimney and
Tyne
T
yne
y Dock. Late and early crests,
single and split front
f
footsteps.

LAST FEW 9F’
9 S IN ST
STOCK
TOCK
O

£2400.00 DC
£2800.00 DCC & sound
£3050 00 DCC,
£3050.00
DCC sound
s d & sync. smok
smoke
ke

55H
Unit 3 Fulford Business Centre, 35 Hospital Fields Road, York YO10 4DZ (visitors by appointment only)
Tel: 01132 761759 or 07836 606465 Email: john@55H.co.uk
55H is a trading name of Finescalebrass (UK) Ltd. Our San Cheng manufactured range of models can be found on our original website www.finescalebrass.co.uk
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Layouts
next to the green light displaying an ‘S,’ negotiating a crossover to reach
the Sheringham line. Similarly, trains from Sheringham arrive in platform
2 and are signalled out by an ‘N,’ reaching the Norwich line via a second
crossover. Interlocked, fully operational SPAD indicators prevent
departures against a red aspect – let’s hope we don’t see any operating
errors today!

L4 Megantic
ON2, ie ½ inch gauge track in 1/48th scale.
Bob Harper
Megantic is the latest, and last part of my Maine(USA) 2ft gauge system;
I've now filled every possible space in my basement! Megantic is the other
end of the line from Franklin, and also the source of the timber used in
the sawmill at the junction with the main line. The station is mainly based
on Bigelow, on the Sandy River system, though some of the scratchbuilt
structures come from other stations on the 2ft lines. Most of the rolling
stock are now kit or scratch-built models of genuine Maine vehicles, but
the severe space restrictions mean that I am limited to small ‘Forney’ style
tank engines and short trains.

L4 Megantic

L4 Megantic

L4 Megantic

L5 Up the Line
O gauge narrow gauge
Kevin Hughes
Up the Line is modelled at 7mm/ft running on 16.5mm track to represent
the extensive system of 60cm gauge light railways that were developed
to bridge the gap between standard gauge railheads and the front line
during the First World War. While not based on a particular location, I have
recreated many contemporary photographs particularly from the area
around Arras to build a very convincing scene.
The model represents a transfer yard about five miles from the main
railhead from which steam locos bring long trains of loaded wagons to be
split up into smaller units to be taken forward by petrol engines or ‘tractors’,
as they were known, to the front line or artillery batteries one or two miles
away. The empty wagons are then returned to the yard to be taken back
to be refilled. In this way huge amounts of vital stores were moved far more
efficiently than motor or animal transport could manage over the poor and
over crowded roads.
The layout is operated by DCC and most locos are sound fitted which is

L5 Up the Line

L5 Up the Line

L5 Up the Line

Guildex @ Telford 2019
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KEMILWAY
We are pleased to announce that our Atlantics after many years of problems including the factory burning
down are being ﬁnished and the ﬁrst pictures of the new samples is pictured above, when this sample arrived
we noticed six additions and corrections needing attention, so the sample is being teturned to have these
done. When it comes back it will be perfect. The factory is now ﬁnishing the small boiler GN Atlantic as “Henry
Oakley” together with the LNER ex. GN large boiler and the Brighton H2. I am hoping we will have each loco
in each of the liveries on display at Telford.
1. CNC machined gearbox with a Maxon coreless
motor
2. Coined brass wheels with stainless steel tyres
3. Self centering bogie
4. Sprung driving wheels, trailing wheel and bogie
wheels
5. Full inside working valve gear,
6. Prototypical drawbar between loco and tender
7. Laser cut wooden cab ﬂoor.
8. Opening smoke box door showing blast pipe and
tube plate
9. Opening ﬁre box door, the large boiler has
opening ﬁre guard door
10. Opening water tank ﬁller on tender
11. Oven baked paint ﬁnish
The following versions available
Version 1 GNR Large boiler Atlantic Royal Engine,
10 only

Version 2
Version 3
Version 4
Version 5
Version 6
Version 7
Version 8
Version 9
Version 10

GNR “ “ “ Full livery, 10 0nly
LNER “ “ “ early condition, 10 only
LNER “ “ “ late condition, 15 only
GNR Small boiler Atlantic including
“Henry Oakley”, 10 only
LNER ex GN small boiler with extended
boiler, 5 only
LBSCR Class H1 in early Marsh livery,
10 only
LBSCR Class H2 in late Marsh livery, 12
only
Southern ex LBSCR Class H1 olive-green
livery, 10 only
Southern ex LBSCR Class H2 olive-green
livery, 12 only

Please contact us for prices you will be amazed.

For full speciﬁcations please visit our website at
www.kemilway.com or telephone 01449 780443.
Or write to us at Kemilway, unit 24, Redhouse Ind. Units, Rectory Road, Bacton,
Suffolk, IP14 4SB.

GLADIATOR MODEL KITS

GLC24 LNWR D268 All Third 50’ Arc Roof Corridor Carriage

GLC 25 LNWR D138 First/Third Composite 50' Arc Roof Carriage

NEW KITS AVAILABLE NOW!
Northstar LNWT 50’ Arc Roof Carriages @ £190 each complete
with wheels.
Not Shown: New Release GLC34 D216 Centre Brake Composite
A large selection of other LNWR vehicles including 28’ Four
Wheel Carriages, 30’ 6 Wheel carriages and 42’ Radial and
Rebuilt Radial Carriages are also in stock.
GLC23 LNWR D377 Passenger Brake 50' Arc Roof Corridor Carriage

Models Shown built by Bryan Jones and painted by Warren Haywood.

We have an extensive range of Locomotive and Wagon kits available. Please contact Trisha and David Hill or see our website for details:

Phone: 01332510346 Email: railwaycitytrains@btinternet.com Website: www.gladiatormodels.com
8
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Layouts
augmented by a full stereo sound track. Everything is either scratch or kit
built with many modern techniques such as 3D printing, plotter cutting,
home etching and photographic back scenes being used. After the war
much equipment was disposed of to other light railways all over the world,
some of it still being in use on preserved lines today.

L6 Sherton Abbas
O gauge
Dave Stone
Sherton Abbas is my 7mm scale representation of a Great Western
Railway branch line terminus and is set in the Edwardian era circa 1905.
The name Sherton Abbas comes from Thomas Hardy’s novel The
Woodlanders, quite what he would have made of my railway is anyone’s
guess!
The buildings are scratch built from plastic card and are based on
William Clarke designs.
The track is built using wooden sleepers with chairs and rail from C & L
products and is set to 31.5 mm gauge.
The locomotives and stock are built from etched brass or plastic kits
with compensated chassis running on wheels and axles from Slaters.
The landscape was carved from Polystyrene sheet glued in position on
top of the baseboards. This substructure was then covered in a mixture
of static grass fibres, rubberised horse hair and ground foam scatters.

L6 Sherton Abbas

L7 Amalgamated Wagon Works
O gauge
Ben Lord
Amalgamated Wagon Works is a small wagon repair shop set on an
overcast autumn day in 1932. The scene is not based on any one location
but somewhere in East Yorkshire. Around this time these small repair
shops could be found all over the country repairing private wagons and
group wagons.
The layout was constructed as a basic experiment in a different scale
by members of Rochdale Model Railway Group back in the late 1990s,
designed to be as compact as possible (12ft x 2ft) to fit in the back of a
Ford Focus, but still have the operating interest. It attended a few shows
and then was mothballed for around 10 years. As a new modeller with a
young family I find my time is at a premium and I cannot devote the time
to build a layout from scratch. I have therefore chosen to resurrect this old
layout, rebuilding where necessary and putting my stamp on it. The layout
was featured in Model Rail Magazine MR231.
All the buildings have been scratch-built from plastic card sheeting. The
office building has a plastic card frame with DAS clay scribed stone. The
warehouse buildings are embossed brick Plastikard with windows from
brass etches. The yard cobbles have again been made from scribed DAS
clay. I weathered all items through dry brush painting using three main
colours from Games Workshop Citadel range of acrylic paints and on
average have spent between £15 and £20 per wagon, which I pick up from
shows usually consisting of older kits.
In terms of operation a train is brought onto the layout from an offstage
transfer yard. The train is broken down with the goods being delivered to
the warehouse via the wagon turntable where they are exchanged for new
engineered products. Wagons for refurbishment are taken to the factory
building and repaired with a new paint job. The train is then built up and
held in the large siding before it is released.

L7 Amalgamated Wagon Works

L7 Amalgamated Wagon Works

L8 Love Lane
Scale 7
East Anglian S7 Group
Love Lane is a large oval layout with a station section intended to portray
a suburban station on the former Great Eastern network in north east
London in the late 1950s. Left behind by extensions to the Central Line
nearby, the (fictional) line through Love Lane to Ongar, Dunmow and
Great Yeldham has a meagre service but still boasts a small goods yard.
However the line does serve as a secondary and diversion route which
means that it can at times boast considerable additional traffic.
The layout is the work of the East Anglian S7 Group.
Guildex @ Telford 2019

L8 Love Lane
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Trade Stands (by number)
Alphagraphix ................................1
Duncan Models............................2
Squires Model and Craft Tools 3
Megapoints Controllers ............4
Phoenix Precision Paints Ltd ..5
Railwayana Auctions ................6
Eileens Emporium ......................7
Connoisseur Models..................8
Ellis Clark Trains..........................9
Mercian Models ........................10
Invertrain Model Railways ......11
Premier Components ..............12
Bill Hudson Transport Books 13
Geoff Butcher Models ............14
Kirtley Model Buildings............15
Severn Models ..........................16
JPL Models ..................................17
Walsworth Models....................18
Petite Properties ......................19
Buzz Models ..............................20
Made in Manchester Models 21
M & J Models ..............................22
Peartree Engineering ..............23
Midland Railway Centre ........24
Finney7 ........................................25
ABC Gears ..................................26
Detailed Miniatures ..................27
Scale Signal Supply ................28
Treemendus ..............................29
Lightmoor Press ......................30
KS Laser Designs ......................31
Tower Models ............................32
The Tower Collection
Blackpool....................................33
Marcway Products ..................34
Hobby Holidays ........................35
Sidelines ....................................36
Skytrex (2013) Ltd....................37
Ray Heard Model Railways ..38
Crecy Publishing ......................39
Heljan A/S..................................40
South West Digital Ltd ............41
Contikits ....................................42
Bunnig Modellbau....................43
Laurie Griffin Miniatures ........44
Scorpio Models ........................45
White Rose Model Works ......46
Guy’s Models..............................47
Brushes 4 Models ....................48
Masterpiece Models ..............49
Digitrains Ltd ............................50
MM1 Models Company ..........51
ModelU ........................................52
First Class Kits ..........................53
Slater’s (Plastikard) Ltd ........54
CPL Products ............................55
Finescale Brass ........................56
PLM Cast-a-Ways ....................57
10

Alphabetical listing on p12

Roxey Mouldings ......................58
Dapol Ltd ....................................59
Steamline Ltd ..........................60
Nick Tozer Railway Books ......61
C & L Finescale Track Building
Systems Ltd ..............................62
Ragstone Models ....................63
Poppys Woodtech ..................64
DC Kits - Legoman Biffo
DCC Sounds ..............................65
Airframed Glass Display
Cases ..........................................66
Ace Products..............................67
Sixteen Mills ..............................68
Parliamentary Trains ..............69
Furness Railway Wagon
Company/
Pre-Grouping Railways ..........70
Green Scene................................71
88D Models ................................72
HMRS ..........................................73
EDM Models ..............................74
SBT Developments ................75
Aquitrain......................................76
Omen Miniature Scale
Figures ..........................................77
Haywood Railway ....................78
Gladiator ....................................79
Intentio........................................80
MSC Models ..............................81
D & S Models ............................82
Warren Haywood Painting
& Lining ......................................83
Geoff Stratford ........................84
Greenwood MRP ......................85
SM Models ................................86
Northants Model Railway
Supplies ......................................87
Easybuild Coach & DMU Kits88
PR Model Railway Products 89
Peter Clark Models..................90
D Smith Books ..........................91
Walsall Model Industries ......92
J & M Hughes ............................93
Northumbrian Painting
Services ......................................94
Lanky Kits ..................................95
Metalsmith (Leeds) Ltd ........96
Just The Ticket ..........................97
LCut Creative ............................98
DCC Supplies Ltd ....................99
Modern Outline Kits / PR
Components............................100
CRT Kits......................................101
Wild Swan Books Ltd ............102
Roger Carpenter
Photographs ............................103
Minerva Model Railways /Taff
Vale Models / Sanspareil ....104
Warren Shephard ..................105
Ian Kirk ......................................106
Hattons Model Railways ......107

Guildex 2
Exhibition G
Plan correct at time of going to press but may be subject
A large layout plan will be displayed at the eve
Number list for Demonstrators, Societies and Guild sta

Trade Stands

Demons

Guild Stands

Layouts

Society Stands

Loading
4

3

5

L1

G3

G4

2
G2
1

G5

15
14
13

G1

16
17
18
19

Schematic only

Seating &

Entrance

Pay Desk
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2019
Guide
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Loading
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S1
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G6 Bring & Buy

8
S7
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S6

107
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S14
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S12
46
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G8 Technical

9
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Stand numbers

Trade Stands (alphabetically)
88D Models ......................................72
ABC Gears ........................................26
Ace Products ....................................67
Airframed Glass Display Cases ..66
Alphagraphix........................................1
Aquitrain ............................................76
Bill Hudson Transport Books ........13
Brushes 4 Models ..........................48
Bunnig Modellbau ..........................43
Buzz Models ....................................20
C & L Finescale Track Building
Systems Ltd ......................................62
Connoisseur Models ........................8
Contikits ............................................42
CPL Products....................................55
Crecy Publishing..............................39
CRT Kits ............................................101
D Smith Books ................................91
D & S Models ....................................82
Dapol Ltd ..........................................59
DC Kits - Legoman Biffo DCC
Sounds ..............................................65
DCC Supplies Ltd............................99
Detailed Miniatures ........................27
Digitrains Ltd ....................................50
Duncan Models ..................................2
Easybuild Coach & DMU Kits ......88
EDM Models ......................................74
Eileens Emporium..............................7
Ellis Clark Trains ................................9
Finescale Brass................................56
Finney7................................................25
First Class Kits ................................53
Furness Railway Wagon Company
/ Pre-Grouping Railways ..............70
Geoff Butcher Models ....................14
Geoff Stratford ................................84
Gladiator ............................................79
Green Scene ......................................71
Greenwood MRP ............................85
Guy’s Models ....................................47
Hattons Model Railways ............107
Haywood Railway ..........................78
Heljan A/S ........................................40
HMRS ..................................................73
Hobby Holidays................................35
Ian Kirk..............................................106
Intentio ..............................................80
Invertrain Model Railways ..............11
J & M Hughes ....................................93
JPL Models ........................................17
Just The Ticket ................................97
Kirtley Model Buildings ..................15
KS Laser Designs ..............................31
Lanky Kits ..........................................95
Laurie Griffin Miniatures ..............44
LCut Creative....................................98
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Lightmoor Press ..............................30
M & J Models ....................................22
Made in Manchester Models ........21
Marcway Products..........................34
Masterpiece Models ......................49
Megapoints Controllers ..................4
Mercian Models ................................10
Metalsmith (Leeds) Ltd................96
Midland Railway Centre ................24
Minerva Model Railways / Taff Vale
Models / Sanspareil ....................104
MM1 Models Company ..................51
ModelU ..............................................52
Modern Outline Kits / PR
Components ..................................100
MSC Models ......................................81
Nick Tozer Railway Books..............61
Northants Model Railway
Supplies ............................................87
Northumbrian Painting Services 94
Omen Miniature Scale Figures ....77
Parliamentary Trains ....................69
Peartree Engineering......................23
Peter Clark Models ........................90
Petite Properties ..............................19
Phoenix Precision Paints Ltd ........5
PLM Cast-a-Ways............................57
Poppys Woodtech ..........................64
PR Model Railway Products ........89
Premier Components......................12
Ragstone Models ............................63
Railwayana Auctions........................6
Ray Heard Model Railways ........38
Roger Carpenter Photographs 103
Roxey Mouldings ............................58
SM Models ........................................86
SBT Developments ........................75
Scale Signal Supply........................28
Scorpio Models................................45
Severn Models ..................................16
Sidelines ............................................36
Sixteen Mills ....................................68
Skytrex (2013) Ltd ..........................37
Slater’s (Plastikard) Ltd................54
South West Digital Ltd ..................41
Squires Model and Craft Tools ....3
Steamline Ltd ..................................60
The Tower Collection Blackpool 33
Tower Models ..................................32
Treemendus......................................29
Walsall Model Industries ............92
Walsworth Models ..........................18
Warren Haywood Painting
& Lining ..............................................83
Warren Shephard ..........................105
White Rose Model Works ............46
Wild Swan Books Ltd ..................102

Societies
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17

Association of Larger Scale Modellers
(ALSRM)
MERG
Modern Image O Gauge (MIOG) Group
Telford Steam Railway
Great Northern Railway Society
Severn Valley Railway
Warley MRC & National Exhibition
Great Central Railway Society
North West O Gauge Modellers
Scale 7 Group
The LMS Patriot Project
Missenden Modellers
Signalling Record Society
7mm Narrow Gauge Association
Welsh Railway Research Group
Bristol O Gauge Group
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Society

Demonstrators
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

Rob Pulham
Chris Pulham
Ruth Redgwick
John Talbot
Brian Daniels
Nick Baines

D7
D8
D9
D10
D11

Rob Bishop
Peter Silvester
Owen Smith
Robin Taylor
Ian Rathbone

D12 David Wright

Silhouette printing
Railway art
Figure painting
Modern freight stock
Modern locomotives
Scratch building and
workshop practice
Soldering techniques
Wagon building
Wagon weathering
Coach building techniques
Painting, lining and lettering
stock
Building structures and
landscape

Guild Stands
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

Membership
Sales
Overseas
Videos & DVDs
Publications

G6
G7
G8
G9

Bring & Buy
Loco Clinic
Technical
Committee
E&T

Layouts
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14

Test Track One
East Midlands OGG
Craster
Chris Stafford & Dale Brunskill
Cromer
Chris Turnbull
Megantic
Bob Harper
Up the line
Kevin Hughes
Sherton Abbas
Dave Stone
Amalgamated Wagon Works
Ben Lord
Love Lane
East Anglian S7 Group
Scout Green Crossing
Paul Scott
The Back End
Simon Thompson
Kingsbury
Barnhill MRC
Kensington Addison Road Twickenham MRC
WillowBrook Marsh
Luton MRC
Test Track Two
Newport MRS
Guildex @ Telford 2019
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L9 Scout Green Crossing

L9 Scout Green Crossing

L10 The Back End

Photo Andy York

Photo Andy York

L9 Wolfe
Scout Green Crossing
O gauge
Paul Scott
Scout Green Crossing was situated half way up the famous Shap incline
on the West Coast Mainline in Cumbria. It was well known to railway
enthusiasts as a place to photograph hardworking northbound steam
engines as they grappled with the continuous 1 in 75 incline for five miles
from Tebay to Shap Summit. Diesels took over in the 1960s and the line
was electrified in the 1980s. The signal box was closed and demolished
in 1973 and the old road re-routed when the M6 was constructed close by.
Today with the signal box and cottage long gone, Virgin Trains’ Pendalinos
flash past the site and the constant roar of traffic on the nearby M6 spoils
the tranquillity of what was once a very quiet and remote place in the
Cumbrian Fells.
The layout was originally envisaged as a running track for the owners
collection of LMS models but the idea developed into a scenic layout with
storage loops that would fit inside a double garage, this dictated its size
just 18ft x 16ft6in. The layout is in the main constructed in the usual way
with the baseboards built from Birch Plywood on the monocoque
principle. The scenery is chicken wire filled in with newspaper soaked in
wall paper paste and covered with Polyfilla. This was then painted a
brown earth colour and the vegetation produced with a mixture of scenic
materials to represent line side grass and the rough grazing vegetation of
the Scout Green area. The cottage and bridge have a 5mm MDF carcass
covered with DAS which is carved dry to produce the stonework and the
signal box and platelayers hut are made from Plastikard. Track on the
scenic side is hand built from C&L chairs with Slater’s rail and sleepers.
The train storage loops are laid using Peco Flexitrack and the points are
handmade from rail and copper clad sleepers.
Trains run round the layout from the eight storage loops at the back.
Most of the LMS trains belong to the layout owner with other items
belonging to fellow members of Sheffield O Gauge Group.
speed. The Back End
L10

L10 The Back End

L10 The Back End

Guildex @ Telford 2019

Scale 7
Simon Thompson
This layout is an antidote to my other layout as it doesn’t require a 7-ton
truck for transport! I have been intrigued by Sheerness Railway system for
a long time and used the principle of an industrial railway surrounded by
countryside as the starting point in designing this layout. The other
starting points were to design the layout to be as large as possible to still
fit into the car and also for it to be easy to set up and pack. The layout can
be out of the hall in ten minutes
The operation uses relatively modern large vehicles and large
locomotives. Components come into the engineering works for processing
and are then collected by modern BR stock. Aggregates are delivered to
the pad to be trans-shipped to wagons. Goodness only knows what is
unloaded under the dutch barn. Steel wagons come from a steel works
further down the line to be held as the steel works is a single siding
accessed from one direction only. This involves a large amount of
shunting. The layout is entirely DCC controlled using the Lenz system and
Touchcab app on our iPhones, we are trying to find a reliable and robust
auto-coupler for all the stock.
P.S. It is the Back End of a freight branch to nowhere.
13
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SEVERN MILL NAMEPLATES
THE ETCHED-TO-SHAPE RANGE OF QUALITY LOCOMOTIVE PLATES FOR ALL 7MM MODELLERS

adding THE WOW FACTOR to your locos!
RESEARCHED and DESIGNED over 40 years by CHRIS GORDON WATFORD (sole proprietor)
Here are some typical comments from my clients :- “Stunning-can't believe the detail” (TH-Dorset)
“Truly wonderful” (PS-W.Midlands). “Absolutely superb” PM-Surrey) “Awesome” (RC-Scotland)
“Best I've ever seen” (JT- Netherlands) “Absolutely fantastic” (AM- Herts.)

DON'T BELIEVE 'EM - FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF BY VISITING

www.severnmillnameplates.co.uk
where you can view/download details of this HUGE RANGE of STEAM & DIESEL LOCO PLATES
(If no computer, phone Chris for information)

ALL ORDERS £30 or less please add £1 towards UK p&p
ALL ORDERS OVER £30
post free to UK addresses.
For Overseas Destinations
please add £4 towards p&p
SEVERN MILL NAMEPLATES
50 SLEAFORD ROAD, HECKINGTON,
SLEAFORD, LINCS., NG34 9QW.
Telephone: 01529 469420

L a u r i e G r i f f i n
M i n i a t u r e s

LK425 ʹ SECR/SR/BR 01 Class - £355.00
From our range of pre-group locomotive kits.

www.lgminiatures.co.uk
Photos of over 1200 castings + kits.
Online Shopping ² Paypal
Laurie Griffin Miniatures,
Goodwood, Charlton Rd, Holcombe,
Somerset. BA3 5EW
Contact - email - info@lgminiatures.co.uk
NEW Spring 2019 CATALOGUE - SAE - Large Letter Postage + £5.00
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L11 Kingsbury

L11 Kingsbury
O gauge
Barnhill MRC
Welcome to Kingsbury, a fictitious location based in the West Country on
the southern edge of Bristol. A place where we can let our imagination do
the work?
The line is singe primarily coming away from Bristol with a small branch
platform for trains to Rogerfield, another fictitious place yet to be
constructed on the Bristol Channel. The period we our modelling is 1948
in the changeover period when most stock was still running around with
pre-nationalisation company logos. Obviously being in the Western region
most of the locos and stock are Great Western, however with the Midland
& Somerset & Dorset, having a big influence on the area, Midland locos
and stock will also be seen.
As before it is fictitious so there is a lot of modellers licence, but we hope
we have captured the period.
The layout its self is constructed on eight 1.5 x 1 meter boards and two
0.3 x 0.5 meter boards giving a total length of 13.1 meters (43ft). The track
is all Peco with Tortoise point motors fitted and the power to the track is
supplied from a double Morley controller that also has the benefit of hand
held operation. There are two fiddle yards one at each end out of view of
the public which are pivoting traversers. The buildings on the layout are a
mixture of scratch built, proprietary and kit bashed, with parts coming
from many different suppliers. Scenery on the layout is a mix of flocks and
static grass, there are some trees still to be built & there are odd bits and
pieces that can still be added for extra detail but these will be produced
as time goes by and as in real life things change. The landscape is
constructed of polystyrene blocks cut to shape with cloth and coloured
plaster added on top for the flock base.
Signalling is hand built and operated by a lever frame.
We do not operate to a timetable but instead try to ensure that there
is something moving on the railway at all times, whether it is a train
stopping at the station, an engine move or shunting in the yard.
The stock on the layout is mostly hand built by members but there are
a few proprietary items, and some hand built items bought from other
sources. Much more stock is in the pipe line so we hope to have quite a
variance as time goes by.
This is our first attempt at O gauge, having spent many years building
‘OO’ layouts and ‘N’ gauge layouts for exhibitions. We are only a small
group of modellers but since we started building some stock about 9 years
ago the bug has bitten us all and we are now enjoying this move up in the
scales.
We do hope that you enjoy your day, and hope that you enjoy our layout.
Please feel free to ask questions or take photos.
Guildex @ Telford 2019

L12 Kensington Addison Road
O gauge
Twickenham & District MRC
Addison Road is nowadays known as Kensington Olympia, on the busy
West London route between Willesden and Clapham Junction. Because
this was a joint line, formerly involving the L&NWR, GWR, LB&SCR and
L&SWR, it has proved to be a good choice for a club project. Our O gauge
fine scale model shows the station as it was around 1925, enabling us to
run trains in both pre- and post-grouping liveries. As you face the layout
you are standing on the site of the Olympia exhibition halls, with
Willesden Junction and the north off to your left; at the right-hand end
of the layout the tracks disappear southwards under Hammersmith Road
bridge. The terraced houses of Russell Road form a natural backdrop to
the station.
Most of the trains running through the station at this period were
general goods, coal or milk trains and our operating schedule is designed
to provide a balanced representation of these services. For passengers, a
frequent local service ran from the bay platform to Clapham Junction. The
main lines were electrified in 1914 (3rd and 4th rail 630 volts DC), and the
layout features models of the distinctive ex-LNWR 3-car electric sets
which ran an intensive service from Willesden to Earl's Court.
Look out for the ‘Sunny South Special’, a through train which linked the

L12 Kensington Addison Road

Photo by Tony Wright
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An authentically and richly detailed signal box interior *
to complement the Peco LK-709 and LK-715 kits

W

Box Interior

NE

0 LINESIDE

GAUGE LK-710 Signal

FURTHER DETAILS OF THE O GAUGE
RANGE IN THE PECO CATALOGUE

* Plastic kit requiring assembly and painting

PECO PUBLICATIONS & PUBLICITY LTD, BEER, DEVON EX12 3NA, ENGLAND Tel: 01297 20580 www.peco-uk.com

   
͕
  


 
͕͕͕
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MASTER LINING PEN
(EST:: 1994)
(EST

ABN 17 512 878 374

GET YOUR TRAIN
TR
IN ON TIME A
AT
T

K&L MOD
MODEL
DEL RAIL
RAILWAYS
LWAYS
YS
MAIL ORDER AUSTRALIA
A
& OVERSEAS

PHONE:
PHONE
E: 0423 069 280

Po Box 267, Corio
o Central Shopping Centr
Centre,
e,
Corio, V
Victoria,
icttoria, Australia 3214

EMAIL: klmodelra
klmodelrailways@optusnet.com.au
ailways@optusnet.com.au
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R. L. Moore Engineering
The Old Forge,
Stapleford,
Melton Mowbray,
Leics LE14 2SF
TEL: 01572-787261

For that superb
finishing touch.

Runs neat Humbrol Gloss Paint
Std. pen (0.34mm)+guides ........... £61.50
Fine. pen (0.2mm)+guides .......... £66.50
Craftsman Kit (Std and fine heads) £90.00
Std.
plus (0.5mm)+guides ........... £61.50
The only lining pen designed
and manufactured for lining Craftsman plus (all 3 heads) .... £116.50
models. Full advice & back-up Cleaning syringe ................... £6.00
service. S.A.E for leaflet.
(U.K. P&P included)

THE PERFECT FINISH FOR YOUR MODEL
Guildex @ Telford 2019
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L12 Kensington Addison Road

Photo by Tony Wright

northern cities of Liverpool and Manchester with the southern resorts of
Brighton and Eastbourne. A Southern loco took over the southbound train
at Willesden and our model shows the distinctive D213 carriages still in
L&NWR livery; these had to be built from scratch.
Amongst other items of interest on the layout are servo-operated
scratch-built models of the original LNWR signals and the use of the
MERG CBUS system to operate the layout from a representation of the
lever frame in Kensington South Main signal box without the use of
section switches. Both the signal box and the platform canopies were
constructed from laser-cut ply and MDF to our own drawings.
The layout has been constructed by members of the Twickenham &
District Model Railway Club and is our largest and most ambitious
project to date. You can find further information on our club website
http://www.tdmrc.org.uk/ and on the Addison Road page there is a link
to the forum on RMweb which has featured progress updates during the
construction of the layout.

L13 Willowbrook Marsh

L13 Willowbrook Marsh

O gauge
Luton MRC
Willowbrook Marsh is a small goods depot and maltings complex,
situated on the borders of the Midland and Eastern regions of British
Railways just to the north of Peterborough during the late 1950-60s
period. The location is typical of the fenland scenery with plenty of space
and traditional looking buildings for the area.
Traffic consists of unfitted and fitted goods workings plus special
consists for the local maltings.
The maltings operates its own shunting locomotive when a BR diesel
shunter is unavailable, although this has seen little work recently.
Small diesel shunting locomotives are very much in evidence handling
the majority of the 4 wheeled, loose fitted wagon traffic. Being a relatively
quiet backwater, often having long periods of time between arrivals and
departures, there is time for much shunting….
Some steam, in its final years, and the newly introduced diesels, may
be seen operating the yard. Viewers are encouraged to look out for the
occasional visiting diesel type which could be considered uncommon to
the area, perhaps on test or working a short turn prior to returning to their
usual operating base.

L14 Test Track 2

L13 Willowbrook Marsh

O gauge
Newport MRS
Test Track Two is available for all locomotives and stock other than Live
Steam. It can accommodate DCC operation. Please use the test track. It
is set at table top height and can best be viewed whilst seated. A little
oasis to sit and chat whilst watching the trains go by.

Are you a visitor to
the show?
Do you like what you see?
Then why not join the Gauge O Guild for
just £2 a month (less if you are over 65)
You’ll get a quarterly colour magazine, the Gazette, plus
Guild News a newsletter containing group reports, diary of
events and members’ sales and wants. You’ll get reduced
admission to Guild events plus members only access to
the website where there’s volumes of information on O
gauge railway modelling...and much more!

Join today and we’ll refund the difference in
your admission charge – you’ll pay as a
member

Enquire at the paydesk or at the membership stand
Guildex @ Telford 2019
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DARSTAED MK1 SUBURBANS

VISIT OUR STAND AT
12 MIDDAY FOR A

NOW IN STOCK!

HUGE ANNOUNCMENT!

£169
EACH or
4 for
£665

LIVERIES & COACHES
LIVERIES
Maroon (lined & unlined)
Crimson & Blue

COACH TYPES
C 1st/3rd with corridor
CL 1st/3rd with corridor & lavatory
BS Second class compartments with brake end
SO Open Second
SLO Open Second with lavatory
S Second class compartments

TEAK
ROUND
WINDOWS

CRIMSON/CREAM
SQUARE
WINDOWS

THOMPSON COACHES

MAROON

SQUARE
WINDOWS

ROUND
WINDOWS

TK







BTK







BCK







BG*



ROUND
WINDOWS

FK





SQUARE
WINDOWS

PRE-ORDER WITH NO DEPOSIT
SPECIFICATIONS






RF







RTO







*Also available in BR Crimson and BR Blue

CONTACT US
To order or find out about availability
please visit our website or call us.

ellisclarktrains.com
01756 701451
amey@ellisclarktrains.com

ELLIS CLARK TRAINS & DARSTAED
ANNOUNCE FINESCALE O GAUGE

AVAILABLE Q1/2 2020

 Finely detailed brass sides - professionally painted
 Brass luggage racks
 Fully detailed die-cast under-frame
 Super detailed interiors with lighting

£199
EACH

Teak price
TBC
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CALL 01756 701451 OR 07799 554491

ELLIS CLARK TRAINS
Unit 1 Toller Cour t
Shor tbank Road, Skipton
Nor th Yorkshire BD23 2HG

WANTED

VISIT our

O GAUGE &
LARGER gauge
SHOWROOM

LOOKING TO SELL
YOUR COLLECTION?
WE HIGHLY VALUE YOUR MODELS
 Full/part collections purchased
 No need for a list - we travel and view/collect
 Everything purchased - railways, die-cast & Railwayana
 All gauges and ages, including continental & US
 Upfront payment by cash, bank transfer or cheque
 Vast experience in purchasing large collections
 Friendly and professional service
 Specialised interest in 7mm O gauge

GET IN TOUCH
ellisclarktrains.com
01756 701451
ellis@ellisclarktrains.com

CONTACT ELLIS OR ALBERT

